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Planning and Persistence ("P/plI
): evidence of student's habits regarding Engagement and Self-regulation ("E/S"); visible student habits regarding desire 

systematic approach to class and level of determination when faced with for understanding through individual or interpersonal work and ability to stay 

obstacles on task 

OrB!!nization - ~i~alll(: 'I!ri2~i~ -- tvDlcallll: 

Exceeds achieves clearly articulated and lofty goals Exceeds 
pursues subject matter independently beyond classroom discussion 

or assignments; seeks connections across topics, texts, diSCiplines 

Meets uses clear system that facilitates thorough work completion Meets interested in the material; asks questions when unsure of content 

Approaches has semi-effective or inconsistently applied system Approaches 
interested in some aspects of the class; occasionally asks questions 

on topics of personal interest 

Needs AttentIon does not have effective or implemented system Needs Attention demonstrates minimal interest; asks few questions 

I 

Unacceptable has incoherent or non-existent system Unacceptable uninterested; asks no questions 

IClass PreDaratlDn - tvDlcalJ>l: ~211!!b2r!!ti2n -- ~lcalll(: 

Exceeds 
completes all work on time and thoroughly; seeks extra help as 

needed 
Exceeds 

participates enthusiastically; solicits others' input when working in 

groups 

Meets completes work on time; seeks extra help as needed Meets participates regularly; interacts well with classmates 

Approaches completes work inconsistently; seeks help occasionally Approaches 
participates occasionally; willing to let others take lead when working 

in groups 

Needs Attention completes work just sometimes; seeks help rarely Needs Attention hesitant to participate; uninvolved during group work 

Unacceptable does not complete work; avoids extra help Unacceptable silent; undermines group work 

ResI!2D!l!: to Cl!all!:DB~!l - tvDicelll(: Fgcus - rtl!icalll(: 

Exceeds 
continuously strives for improvement; embraces feedback as a 

learning opportunity 
Exceeds 

sustains attention toward task, topic, and others' comments; takes 

notes that synthesize information for future learning 

Meets 
works until task meets requirements; accepts setbacks as part of 

process 
Meets 

resists distractions while listening; takes notes on information 

delivered orally or visually 

Approaches 
works through difficulties sporadically; can get discouraged by 

criticism and setbacks but usually recovers 
Approaches listens but sometimes drifts away; takes notes unevenly 

Needs Attention 
has minimal perseverance; easily discouraged by criticism or 
setbacks 

Needs Attention inattentive; takes notes rarely 

Unacceptable 
procrastinates or does not push through discomfort; gives up 

when faced with criticism or setbacks 
Unacceptable distracted and/or distracting; takes no notes 
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